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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3811-His fellow disciple grabbed the bearded 
man’s arm, “You should stop talking so much. Did you forget what happened 
before? You don’t need to do all this, just don’t talk so much…” 

The bearded man shock in anger. 

His lips twitched as he thought about what had happened in the past. He was 
surprised to find that he had nothing else to say. 

It was exactly like his fellow disciple had said, he had been taught many 
lessons before after running his mouth. If his fellow disciple had not helped 
him out of those situations, he would probably not even have been able to 
step into Violet City! 

His lips twitched and with a reluctant expression, he shut his mouth in the end! 
The short argument yielded nothing, but it still stirred up a lot of discussion. 
After all, the bets had not all been just on one person. 

Quite a few people supported what the bearded man said. They did not feel 
like Looney would die there, but they still thought that Zelter was still stronger 
than Looney. 

They also agreed that long-range fighters were at a disadvantage against the 
golden armored fighter. Long-range fighters would be able to attack their 
opponents from a safe distance, but all of them had a fatal weakness. 

It was a fact that they all found it hard to protect themselves the moment their 
enemies got close. 

“The three of them should be able to survive this, but I feel like Zelter is 
slightly stronger. Even if he ends up getting hurt, it won’t be too bad. 
Meanwhile, I’m not too sure about the others…” 

“I agree with you. Zelter killed the steel armored fighter so quickly earlier. 
Even though we can’t judge how much stronger he is than Looney, we can 
still see that Zelter is very strong. Furthermore, he uses a sword. He has the 
advantage in a close-range fight!” 



As the others were discussing the matter, Widde entered the seventh room as 
well. However, compared to the other two, he had not been that quick or 
outstanding at all, so no one really paid attention to him. 

That person who had been causing trouble earlier said again, “How boring! If 
this was the bronze rank, then they would have gotten injured in the first 
room!” 

When he said that, he had deliberately raised his voice so everyone could 
hear him which made quite a few people frown. 

This person was worse than the bearded man before. He constantly 
complained without end, wanting the challengers to increase the difficulty. 

Someone said with disdain, “Hey! Can you think before you speak? We’ve 
already told you so many times. The warriors at the top aren’t weak. Only 
those who stand at the top have ever dared to challenge the bronze rank. 
Even the black iron rank is already so hard.” 

“Don’t you think you’re being such a joke? You keep on complaining that 
they’re not challenging the higher difficulties, so why aren’t you going? I think 
you can’t even challenge the black iron rank and yet all you do is complain!” 

That person’s expression darkened. Those next to him could even hear the 
muscles on his face tensing up. 

He looked incredibly angry, “Do you know who I am? I’m telling you! I’m from 
a holy grade clan from Star Continent! Do you know the consequences of 
offending me?!” 

When Jagoan heard that, he raised an eyebrow. 

It was Star Continent again! 

Star Continent still had not changed their ways. They acted however they 
wanted anytime. 

Sure enough, everyone had a sudden change of expression. After all, Star 
Continent’s warriors were incredibly persistent. 
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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3812-The surroundings suddenly went quiet, 
but there were still those who were not happy. 

A man in white robes said with a frown, “Hey, Nalym! You’re only being so 
bold just because your brother, Nymm, is close to Jagoan! Indeed, we can’t 
offend any warriors who hold a high position in the Star Continent, but from 
what I know, you aren’t really that strong. You might come from a holy grade 
clan, but I heard you’re only an outer disciple…” 

Nalym was not even an inner disciple, and he was already trying to stand on 
top of everyone else. 

Of course, a lot of people were not very happy with that. There were quite a 
few inner and even chosen disciples from holy grade clans around. 

An outer disciple actually dared to show off like that in front of them. He 
naturally provoked their anger. If he was not from Star Continent, no one 
would have held back! 

Jagoan’s lips curled up as he looked at Nalym. 

No wonder he was so arrogant, it turns out he was Nymm’s brother. Nymm 
really was a loyal dog of Jagoan’s hence Nalym would naturally be just as 
obedient as Nymm. 

Jagoan raised an eyebrow as he looked at Nalym with great interest. 

Warriors from Star Continent really did as they pleased. However, it was not 
everyone that dared to cross the line. After all, there were so many warriors 
from Star Continent. 

If all of them showed off wherever they went, it would definitely cause a lot of 
trouble, and the warriors from other worlds would all be thoroughly angered. 

If everyone worked together against Star Continent, then Star Continent would 
not be able to handle it. There were those who were arrogant, but those were 
all people with a certain level of skill and position. 

Any of the normal warriors might speak arrogantly, but they never dared to 
cross the line. 



Nalym’s earlier actions had definitely crossed the line. He was merely taking 
advantage of his brother’s position amongst the warriors of Star Continent to 
act that way. A mere outer disciple was actually bold enough to run wild in 
front of everyone. 

Nalym scoffed as he said in disdain, “So what if I’m an outer disciple?! Star 
Continent is ranked amongst the best of second-grade worlds. Even if I’m an 
outer disciple, I’m still stronger than regular outer disciples!” 

“Don’t you look down on me! If you face me head-on, you might not be able to 
beat me. Also, what if I’m acting like this thanks to my brother? If you dare to, 
then go ahead and offend me! You’ll end up being targeted by the whole Star 
Continent. You won’t be able to stay in Violet City anymore!” 

Arrogance was written all over that guy’s face. 

He wanted to show that he could stand over everyone else! Everyone started 
to look at Nalym in annoyance. He really did deserve to be beaten up! 

Jagoan lowered his voice and said in disdain, “Isn’t this guy afraid of being 
beaten up? Even if this is a restricted area, there are other places too. If he 
ends up angering everyone, will everyone end up going against Star 
Continent? This guy is really crossing the line!” 

Nalym’s words had angered quite a few of the people there. 

Someone said unhappily, “Quit talking so much. If you want to see the bronze 
rank challenge, then someone will definitely be able to do it! That person is 
inside Violet City as well. You know him!” 

Nalym raised an eyebrow as he looked over in confusion, “Who? Jagoan? 
Don’t you know? He’s already left Violet City. Even if he could challenge it, it 
won’t be now.” 

Jagoan already left Violet City? 

Jagoan was quite curious when he heard that. 

He had thought that Jagoan would stay behind to go against him. Even 
though he had already changed his looks and was not recognizable, Jagoan 
still hated him deeply. 
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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3813-Jagoan would not forsake any chance 
to go against him. However, Jagoan did not mind it, he was actually looking 
forward to it. As long as they dared to, then all of them would pay a painful 
price. Yet, Jagoan had unexpectedly left Violet City. 

Where did Jagoan go? 

Could it be a level one city? 

Jagoan had a feeling that Jagoan probably left Violet City because of him. 

“It’s not Jagoan,” That warrior had a look of mockery on his face as he spoke 
to Nalym. 

That person felt like Jagoan might not actually dare to challenge the bronze 
rank. Even though Jagoan was a warrior at the peak, bronze rank was not 
something to be trifled with either. It was a matter of life and death. 

Even the warriors at the top would be very careful when choosing their 
difficulty! 

Nalym frowned and said unhappily, “Who else could it be? Any of the warriors 
that stand at the top would have already gone to the level one city. There 
won’t be anyone else left in Violet City.” 

That person laughed and deliberately raised his voice a little, “Jagoan! Who 
did you think I was talking about? Of course, it’s Jagoan!” 

When that person said that, there were waves around the place. 

Everyone’s expressions changed. 

The day before, they did not know who Jagoan was. However, in just a matter 
of hours, everyone in Violet City had already heard of Jagoan. After all, 
Jagoan managed to get ten Life Points in the Capture Hall! 

He even managed to kill a beast that even ten people working together may 
not be able to kill. 

His skills were horrifying! 



Quite a few people even saw Jagoan as a complete monster! 

Most of the people present would just be an ant in front of Jagoan. Even 
Jagoan had not been able to do anything about him, and one of his fellow 
disciples had died while the other was heavily injured. 

The one that did not die only survived because Jagoan had not killed the 
person. Even though he survived, it might have been better to die. 

He had lost all his strength and even his mobility. To a warrior, that was 
basically hell! 

After the news got out, everyone started to respect Jagoan, except for the 
warriors from Star Continent. 

Quite a few people were quite happy as well. After all, Jagoan had slapped 
the warriors from Star Continent viciously on the face. 

That person mentioning Jagoan was like a completely humiliating blow 
targeted at Star Continent. Star Continent’s honor had been trampled all over! 

Hearing this, Nalym was furious. 

He looked at that man with clenched teeth, “Shut up! Who’s Jagoan? I never 
heard of him before! He won’t be able to challenge the bronze rank!” 

He obviously knew who Jagoan was, and had a deep impression of Jagoan, 
but he had never seen Jagoan before. He knew about what Jagoan had done 
to Star Continent. 

If Nymm had rushed on the stage back then, he would have lost his 
benefactor. After all, with Jagoan’s skills, one more person would not make 
much difference to Jagoan. 

When Nalym heard the news, he refused to believe it was real. It sounded like 
the stuff of legends. However, the truth was still the truth. He had to accept it 
whether he wanted to or not! 

The moment that was said, there was laughter all around. 

That person who mentioned Jagoan looked at Nalym in disdain, “Do you think 
we’re all idiots? You don’t know Jagoan? Then why are you so angry? 
Jagoan’s skills have been spread throughout Violet City. If he doesn’t have 



the skills to challenge the bronze rank, then there won’t be anyone else who 
would be able to in Violet City!” 

Jagoan himself actually stood not far away from them. It was just that no one 
recognized his altered looks. 
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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3814-Seeing this, Jagoan raised an eyebrow. 

That person was basically rubbing salt into Nalym’s wounds. Or rather, the 
whole Star Continent. 

To the warriors of Star Continent, Jagoan’s name was basically taboo at this 
point. After all, they had lost out to Jagoan greatly! 

Hearing all the laughter from everyone else, he knew it was absurd for him to 
say he did not know Jagoan as well. However, he refused to admit it! 

Jagoan would suffer the retribution of Star Continent eventually. That guy will 
suffer a tragic end. They would do everything that he had done to Jagoan and 
Rowan right back at Jagoan. 

They would be even cruelerthan Jagoan! 

Nalym took a deep breath and said with a cold look on his face, “That guy is 
surely a bit skilled, but he won’t dare to show himself anymore! He might have 
already left the place! Star Continent isn’t to be messed with!” 

Jagoan scoffed nonchalantly. That dog sure was funny. 

Did Nalym think that saying all that would raise his standing? 

Sure enough, someone immediately shot back at him. 

“Stop trying to flatter yourself! If Jagoan was too afraid to show himself or too 
afraid to offend all of you, he would never have crippled Jagoan on the stage 
and killed Rowan! Do you think you’re anything in Jagoan’s eyes?! Stop trying 
to flatter yourself. Do you think we’re blind? You think we’ll listen to anything 
you say?” 

Nalym’s teeth clenched in anger. He wanted to rip everyone there apart. 



If it was anyone else, they would have just shut up after knowing they had lost 
the argument. However, Nalym was not someone who knew his place like 
that. 

He was just as stubborn as the bearded man, and he would not allow anyone 
else to praise Jagoan. He could not accept others insulting Star Continent 
either. It was even worse than insulting him. That was because Star Continent 
was his most reliable backer. 

He would not allow them to be insulted! 

Nalym shouted out, “All of you, shut up! I’m telling you, so what if he’s strong?! 
He will definitely pay a painful price! His power will be taken away as well. 
Then, we’ll hang his body around the city walls for all of you to see! We’ll 
show you the consequences of offending Star Continent!” 

Nalym had practically shouted all of that through clenched teeth. 

It was obvious how much he hated Jagoan. However, the others did not 
believe him at all. It was pointless no matter what he said. 

Someone rebutted with a scoff, “You would have to catch him and have the 
skills to kill him first. Don’t forget, this is the Whirling World, not the outside 
world. No one here is older than sixty days.” 

“If you want to capture Jagoan, you would have to either be stronger than he 
is or catch him off guard. However, the chances are very slim. It’s not like 
Jagoan is an idiot. Do you think he doesn’t know what all of you want to do? 
Furthermore, didn’t he already say that you can try and go against him at any 
time? We still don’t know who would pay the price!” 

Nalym’s face was completely red. 

He was so angry his whole body was trembling. However, there was nothing 
he could say. 

Jagoan had really said that they could come at him as long as they dared! 

However, Nalym refused to believe that they would not be able to deal with 
just one person with all their numbers! 



As long as they worked together, even the most powerful person in the 
Whirling World was nothing. Jagoan was nothing to scoff at either. 

Jagoan was already getting reinforcements. Jagoan would pay before too 
long! 

Nalym was panting loudly as he glared at everyone there viciously. 

They were all just weeds. They would definitely witness Jagoan’s downfall. 
Then, no one would ever insult Star Continent again! 
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mouth, no longer arguing with the others. 

Jagoan never bothered to speak up the whole time. If he did just because of 
Nalym’s words, it would flatter Nalym too much. 

Jagoan scoffed as he looked at Nalym in disdain. If it was anyone else being 
targeted by Star Continent, he would have pitied them and felt like there was 
no way they would be able to survive. However, they were targeting Jagoan. 

They would definitely have to pay the price for that! 

Ever since they entered Violet City, he had been by Jagoan’s side the whole 
time. He knew very well what kind of person Jagoan was. 

Jagoan had never been someone who likes to brag. He would accomplish 
anything he said he would do. It meant that Star Continent would definitely 
pay the price if they went against him. 

They would eventually find out who would be the ones crying in the end. 

Jagoan glanced at Jagoan and saw that Jagoan was completely calm the 
whole time. It was as if he was not the one being talked about. Suddenly 
Jagoan felt a lot of respect for Jagoan. If he was the one being discussed, he 
would not have been able to be so calm. 

Jagoan had already switched his focus back to the scroll at that moment. 
Nalym was nothing in his eyes. He was just a bug at most. 



At that moment, the three challengers had already composed themselves and 
walked into the sixth room. 

There were two steel armored fighters in the sixth room, and they would 
attack at the same time. 

Every challenge was increasingly difficult. However, before they had been 
transferred over, they were already mentally prepared. They knew what they 
would face as well, so all of them were quite calm. 

Zelter used Phoenix Cry again! It was not that easy dealing with two steel-
armored fighters at the same time. However, both the fighters fell to Zelter 
before it took too long. 

Zelter took another deep breath as he looked at the energy crystal in the sixth 
room. 

Only by destroying all the energy crystals would they be able to face the 
golden-armored fighter. Otherwise, the golden armored fighter would be 
practically invincible with the support of the energy crystals. Only someone in 
the divine solidifying realm would be able to face the golden armored fighter. 

Zelter took a deep breath, “There are four more!” 

In the other space, Looney had killed the two fighters as well. The fighters had 
been controlled by the wall of ice too. 

Before too long, they were quickly killed by his Sealing Blizzard. However, just 
like Zelter, Looney did not dare to relax. He would only be facing stronger 
opponents after this. 

In particular, were the second and third rooms. They would be facing the silver 
armored fighters, which would be much stronger. 

Just like before, Looney took out a dagger and struck the energy crystal 
before he tidied up his clothes and left the sixth room for the next challenge. 

The Killing Hall erupted in discussion again, “The first four rooms are honestly 
not that hard. No matter how many there are, they’re just steel armored 
fighters. However, the second and third rooms are different. The silver 
armored fighters are there.” 



“Those fighters are stronger than the steel armored fighters in terms of 
strength and speed! In particular, their speed will cause Looney a lot of 
difficulty unless he has a speed-type technique. After all, the silver armored 
fighters are very quick, and Looney is a long-range attacker. As long as they 
get close, he will definitely die!” 

Jagoan agreed with that analysis as well, but Looney had to have thought 
about it before signing up. 

He should have already figured out a plan against it as well. There was no 
way a warrior like Looney would make reckless decisions. 
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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3816-The discussions in the spectator area 
flowed. 

The three of them entered the next room, and even though the next battle was 
not too easy, it did not affect them that much. 

There were three steel armored fighters in the fifth room. After a heated battle, 
all three of the fighters fell. 

After destroying the energy crystals, all three of them walked to the corridor. 
This time, none of them dared to barge inside. All of them recovered their true 
energy in the corridor and made sure they were in their best state before they 
entered the fourth room. 

The challenges would only get harder, but the three of them were already 
prepared. 

Before they signed up, they had witnessed others challenging this. All of them 
knew what they would be facing. The fourth room was not that easy for them. 
However, thanks to their skills, they had already managed to defeat three 
steel-armored fighters. 

They wondered what the designer was thinking back then. The fourth and fifth 
rooms had the same number of fighters. 

It meant that they would be faced with the exact same challenge. There was 
no time limit to the Killing Hall. It meant that, the moment someone had 



entered, they could stay there for days or months. Of course, normally, no one 
would bother wasting their time there. 

Unless they lacked a lot of confidence in themselves, these situations would 
never happen. 

After they managed to get back to their best condition, what they would be 
facing was going to be a challenge that was twice as hard. The three of them 
entered the third room at practically the same time. 

The opponents waiting for them inside were not going to be the steel armored 
fighters that they were already familiar with, but silver armored fighter that was 
both quicker and more powerful. 

When all the spectators looked at the screen, they had a serious look on their 
faces. Before this, it had just been appetizers and warm-ups. 

The true challenge was about to begin. 

If they could not kill the silver armored fighter, then they would not need to 
bother with the later challenges. After all, the second room had two silver 
armored fighters inside, while the last room was the golden armored fighter. 

Looney took a deep breath, his face was incredibly tense. 

At that moment, he had already replenished all his true energy and was back 
to his full strength. However, he still hesitated at the door, mainly because he 
had not composed himself yet. The second and third rooms were very 
important. 

If he got injured in either of those rooms, it would affect the final challenge in 
the end. He had looked at a few bouts before he signed up, and he had an 
estimation of the silver armored fighter’s strength. However, it was just an 
estimation. Its actual strength might exceed his expectations. 

Jagoan widened his eyes as he looked at the images on the scrolls. 

Due to the angles, he could only see Looney’s back, and not Looney’s 
expression. However, even from his back, it was obvious that Looney was 
feeling quite anxious. Even warriors at that level would be wary when facing 
these challenges. Danger and opportunity existed together. If he was not 
careful, he would lose his life. 



Jagoan sighed, “I suddenly find myself not admiring him anymore. The 
stronger you are, the more dangerous the challenges you face will be…” 
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have to face even more danger. For someone like me, I wouldn’t even dare to 
challenge the Killing Hall. However, to these warriors, they are chances for 
them. If they hesitate and waste the chance or let it slip, they will regret it their 
whole lives. However, the moment they sign up, they will be facing incredible 
danger…” 

Jagoan had never been someone to lament how life went. 

He liked to live in the moment and take things one step at a time. However, he 
found himself constantly lamenting how life went at that moment. 

Jagoan looked over at Jagoan, feeling quite similar to Jagoan. 

Looking at that, he felt something too. He felt both thankful and a bit bitter. 
Various feelings surfaced in his heart. 

The two of them suddenly felt like they were in a melancholic mood. 

After hesitating for a few seconds, Looney finally summoned up his resolve 
and walked into the third room. 

The silver armored fighter had silver armor all around its body. The shiny 
armor had all sorts of runes on it as well. 

After stepping into the room, there was suddenly a rumbling behind him. 
Looney looked back, and his heart skipped a beat. 

The doors to the few rooms before this had never closed. However, the 
moment he stepped into the third room, a mechanism had completely sealed 
the room off. Unless he killed the silver armored fighter and destroyed the 
energy crystal, he would never be able to walk out of the room. 

Looney took a deep breath, and he had an incredibly serious expression on 
his face. 

The silver armored fighter aimed its silver sword at Looney’s forehead. 



No matter which kind of fighter it was, the challengers will always be the ones 
to start the battle. As long as Looney did not move, the silver armored fighter 
would not attack either. However, the moment he did, there would be no 
stopping. 

Looney had his silver crystal in his palm. Back when he picked out his 
techniques, he had chosen a long-range technique without any hesitation. 
That was because he felt like long-range techniques made it more likely for 
him to stay alive. 

Everyone else said that long-range warriors were useless in close-range fights 
and that long-range warriors would immediately be at a disadvantage the 
moment a close-range warrior got closer. 

Every time he heard those discussions, Looney would be full of disdain. 

Were long-ranged warriors all idiots that would just let their opponents get 
close? 

As long-ranged warriors, the main focus was always to maintain a distance 
between them and their opponents. Only then would they be able to attack. 

Anyone who wanted to attack them would have to pay a painful price! 

With that in mind, Looney had experienced many large battles before. Plenty 
of his fellow disciples had died, but he was still alive. 

Some of those fellow disciples had even mocked his choices, but they were all 
dead now! 

Looney took a deep breath, pushing those thoughts aside. He needed to 
prove his skills. He would prove that long-range fighters would still be able to 
triumph in the end as long as they were strong enough. 

Looney started to form seals with his hands, and countless icy blue seals 
danced in the air, floating in the air like a blue flower. 

Looney had countless shards of ice surrounding him as if he was the king of 
ice. 



With a wave, those shards and the seals gathered around his hand. At the 
same time, the silver crystal in his hand let out a radiant light. The ice and 
seals that were around his hand flowed into the silver crystal! 

The silver crystal immediately started to brighten even more. It was like the 
surroundings had turned into a blue sea. In the earlier rooms, the silver crystal 
had merely let out a blue glow. 

Compared to this time, the light was like a firefly compared to the moon. It was 
completely different! 
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the silver armored fighter attacked! It raised its silver sword and charged 
forward at an incredibly quick speed! 

Seeing this, Looney frowned. 

A blue cyclone started to form beneath his feet, surrounding his legs. 

When the silver armored fighter charged over, Looney used his speed 
technique to pull away from the fighter before he quickly started to form seals! 

At the next moment, a massive ice wall appeared in front of the silver armored 
fighter. The fighter showed no emotion at all, attacking the ice wall the 
moment it appeared! 

It swung the sword in its right hand, and there was a clear crack from within 
the wall. 

The silver armored fighter had sliced the wall in two. The wall had no time to 
recover at all. 

When he was facing the steel armored fighters, the walls had been incredibly 
important. The steel armored fighters had not been able to break through the 
ice wall, and their weapons had been stuck inside. They had not been able to 
pull them out at all. Yet, that ice wall had been sliced in two just like that. 

The sword aura had completely gone through the ice wall. The wall 
immediately shattered after that! When the spectators saw that, all of them 
hissed! 



Those that were only here for the first time even covered their mouths in 
surprise. The silver armored fighters really were not comparable to the steel 
armored fighters. 

The ice wall that had been able to stop the steel armored fighters every time 
had been shattered by the silver armored fighter in just one blow. That left a 
lasting impact on everyone! 

Looney clenched his teeth. His heart skipped a beat when he witnessed that! 

After the silver armored fighter shattered the ice wall, it did not slow down at 
all as it continued its attack! 

Looney frowned, immediately using his silver crystal. 

The blue cyclone completely enveloped Looney as it brought Looney away 
incredibly quickly. Thankfully, the room was quite large. It was enough for 
them to fight however they wanted to. Otherwise, Looney would have not 
been able to escape the silver armored fighter for that long. 

Since he was a long ranged attacker, getting into a close-range fight was just 
suicide! So, no matter what happened, he needed to make sure to always 
maintain a distance from his opponent. 

Even against the steel armored fighters, Looney had constantly paid attention 
to his positioning. He never allowed himself to be within thirty meters of them. 

The silver armored fighter was at least twice as fast as the steel armored 
fighters. 

Looney used the silver crystal and frantically tried to pull away. Even though 
he was safe temporarily, anyone who paid attention would notice that the 
silver armored fighter was actually moving faster than he could retreat. 

If Looney was just running without a plan, then the silver armored fighter 
would catch up before too long. If that happened, then he would be doomed. 

Naturally, Looney knew that he could not let things go on like that. 

He immediately formed seals to use Sealing Blizzard again. 

Two massive ice walls appeared in front of the armored fighter again. Just like 
before, the fighter showed no emotion as it slashed away. 



Everyone heard a crack, and the first ice wall was completely shattered! 

There was a large crack on the second wall as well. The silver armored fighter 
had only managed to shatter the first wall but failed with the second one. The 
ice wall then quickly recovered all the cracks. 

That was the scary part about the Sealing Blizzard! 
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not completely spent, he would be able to constantly regenerate the ice walls. 

At that moment, the fighter slashed again. 

This time, the second wall was not spared as it was shattered as well. 
However, Looney had already achieved his goal. 

The ice walls had not been able to completely stop the silver armored fighter 
as well as stop it from getting back its sword, but it had managed to delay the 
fighter’s attack and gave Looney some breathing space. 

Taking that chance, he quickly pulled away as much as he could from the 
silver armored fighter! 

However, even so, the situation did not seem great for him. After all, they 
were not in the vast wilderness. They were in an enclosed room with specially 
made walls. The moment he stepped into the room unless the silver armored 
fighter or Looney died, then no one would be able to enter! 

Quite a few of the spectators all frowned. The few of them that knew Looney 
started to get worried. 

The silver armored fighters were really difficult to deal with. If Looney did not 
have any stronger techniques, then he would die! 

That bearded man suddenly felt vindicated, “See, I was right! I don’t have to 
tell you which one of them is stronger now, right?! It’s plain for all to see. Who 
said that Looney could be ranked in the top fifty of the above-average 
warriors? If he has the ability to do that, then I should be there too!” 



“He’s struggling to deal with even one silver armored fighter. I feel like he’s 
going to get killed by it the next second! How could he be among the top fifty?! 
What a joke!” 

The bearded man’s fellow disciple immediately grabbed the bearded man’s 
arm and looked at the man in exasperation. It was the same thing again. 

This guy never watched his mouth. Even though it sounded reasonable, he 
was not the only one there. 

Some people were close to Looney, as well as Looney’s fellow disciples. 
There was no way they would let the bearded man criticize Looney just like 
that. 

The bearded man had already forgotten all about him offending others before. 
He was just someone who enjoyed running his mouth and liked to prove that 
he was right. He just wanted everyone else to agree with him. 

The squinty-eyed man looked at the bearded man hatefully. 

If they were not in a restricted area, he would have made the bearded man 
pay a painful price. 

The squinty-eyed man’s gaze was too sharp. Even the bearded man had 
managed to feel it. He turned around to see the squinty-eyed man looking at 
him with an incredibly frosted expression as if the squinty-eyed man wanted to 
rip him apart. 

The bearded man scoffed, unable to control his temper, “Am I wrong? Don’t 
look at me like that! Are you not allowing me to speak the truth now? I’m not 
trying to insult him! I’m just telling things as they are. Is there a need to look at 
me like that? It’s not like I’m wrong! Don’t think I shut up earlier because I was 
afraid of you! I just didn’t want to get into any arguments!” 

The bearded man’s fellow disciple was incredibly exasperated. 

He felt helpless having to deal with the bearded man. It was not like he could 
stop the man unless he covered the man’s mouth. However, with the man’s 
temper, he would just get shoved aside if he did that! 

Right at that moment, there was a loud sound coming from the scroll. 



Everyone immediately looked over causing the fight to be paused for a 
moment. 
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No. 1 Supreme Warrior Chapter 3820-Just as everyone was distracted by the 
quarreling, Looney activated the silver crystal once again. Three massive ice 
walls appeared in the air. Those ice walls did not obstruct the fighter right 
away. 

Looney took a deep breath as he started to form seal after seal. 

The three walls started to let out a cold glow that formed a small whirlpool. All 
the seals that Looney formed were being pulled into the whirlpool, and all of 
them were absorbed into the ice walls. 

With a cracking sound, the ice walls merged into one the next moment. There 
seemed to be a faint glow coming from it as well. 

Looney clenched his teeth and used the silver crystal again. 

At that moment, the silver armored fighter was already thirty meters away. If 
they gave the fighter any more time, it would start to close in, and Looney 
would slowly be on the defensive! 

Looney narrowed his eyes as he pushed forward. The wall of ice was 
suddenly between the two of them! 

Just like before, the silver armored fighter did not hesitate to strike out. The 
sword sliced right into the ice wall. 

The sharpness of the sword started to cut into the ice wall without any 
emotion. 

Everyone could hear the constant cracking of the ice, and the ice wall was 
falling apart at a perceptible speed. It was as if it would be shattered to dust at 
the next moment. 

At that moment, everyone held their breaths. 



They could all tell that Looney probably did not hold back that much with this. 
If the ice wall failed to stop the silver armored fighter, then Looney would be in 
a really bad spot. 

Looney frowned as he continued to stare at the ice wall. The ice was still 
being cut. However, unlike before, the slash remained sharp, and the sound of 
cracking caused everyone to feel anxious. It was as if the ice wall would be 
shattered to pieces at any moment! 

The ice wall continued to crack, but it was also frantically trying to regenerate. 
There was a blue glow around the ice wall. 

After two seconds, the sword was still cutting down, but the ice was 
regenerating faster and faster. 

Slowly, it was starting to regenerate faster than it could be destroyed. The 
silver armored fighter realized something was wrong as well, and it quickly 
pulled its sword out. 

Unfortunately, the silver sword had already been sealed by the ice wall at that 
moment. The silver armored fighter had not managed to budge the sword at 
all no matter how it pulled. At the same time, a howling wind that contained ice 
shards shot over! 

The wind covered everywhere, and surrounded the silver armored fighter. The 
fighter immediately abandoned its weapon and tried to strike the wind with its 
fist. Yet, without its sword, it had lost a lot of its power. On top of that, the 
winds were just too fierce! 

In just a few moments, the fighter was completely surrounded. 

Looney frowned as he used his silver crystal. 

At that moment, the silver crystal was glowing incredibly brightly. It slowly 
floated into the air as it let out a radiant light to create a massive blizzard that 
assaulted the silver armored fighter from all sides. The blizzard obstructed all 
sight, but they could still see a figure struggling within it. 

It tried to strike out with its hands to break through, yet, the blizzard got more 
and more intense as time went on. 



The fighter was completely enveloped, like a wild beast in a cage, unable to 
get out at all! 

The countless shards of ice stuck onto the silver armored fighter. 

After sticking to it, the shards of ice started to let out an incredibly cold aura. 
The aura had a strange sharpness to it that stopped anyone from circulating 
their true energy. 

 


